WE ASKED I00 people

“ WHO IS AMERICA TO YOU?”
bare fists. stars and
hearts. mega-babe.
my best one.

right this way,
ms. hardy--

better
than the
cure.

like, better
than the cure
and mcr.

america’s
my sis from
another
miss.

in midgardspeak, she’s
a bad mama
jama.
now where is
that bacon I
ordered...?

she’s the
capicu.

america?
I don’t know
her.

she’s our
future.

america
is hope.

“fear not,
mi gente...”

…america’s
got you!

America Chavez is done with the hero scene. She did the Teen Brigade thing. She basically WAS the Young
Avengers. And the Ultimates? They’re cool, but saving the world every weekend is starting to get old.
Time to punch out.

But she can’t go home again—she
left the Utopian Parallel when she
was a little girl, after her moms died
saving the entire Multiverse. America’s
been on her own ever since, doing
her best to be a hero just like them.
And lately her friends all seem to have problems
of their own, what with Loki seemingly
being a full-on bad guy again and bestie
Kate Bishop (a.k.a. the real Hawkeye) now
doing her own thing out on the West Coast.

So where does a super-strong queer brown girl who can punch star-shaped
holes between dimensions go to get her hero-free kicks?
Queue up the music and lace up your boots…
America’s going to college.
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MALTIXA.
A planet on the outskirts of the Utopian
Parallel that is currently under attack. But not
if The Ultimates have anything to say about it.

what is this
thing?! it looks
human-ish, but it’s
so not a human,
danvers.

I know, I’m
trying to get a read on
her, but her energy waves
are throwing off the
particle detectors.

SPECTRUM

A.K.A. MONICA RAMBEAU

CAPTAIN MARVEL

A.K.A. CAROL DANVERS (Trust us, she’s in there.)

blast it,
mon. danvers,
get ready to
go binary. I’ll
be skyward as
soon as I get
this kid to
their
family.

mami!

hey,
that’s
a tight
grip--

--and
a strong
heartbeat.
I’ve got you.
we’re almost
there.

imani!

what I
wouldn’t
give…

…to hug
my moms
one more
time.

unh!

mon!
chavez,
we need
you!

coming,
danvers.

